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Context of the Activity: SRU’s Demographics

Slippery Rock University (SRU) has no Math Circle activities (yet).

15-20 percent of all students at SRU hope to become teachers

Includes BS math majors who want to teach grades 7-12 math after
graduate-level certification program ... eager for insight

Math Club hosted outreach event for local school children in fall 2016.



Context of the Activity: The Event

Children from local middle school gifted program

Not necessarily gifted in math

On a regular school day morning

Event consisted of two or three 30-45 minute activities plus snack

About 20 children in all, stayed together as a group



Context of the Activity: The Event (continued)

Math Club members organized, designed, and ran ENTIRE program

Adapted activity from my future elementary teacher content course:
Roman Numeral Poker

Children separated into tables of 3-4 plus one college student host



Playing Roman Numeral Poker (High Play)

Deck consists of 30 cards, each with a single Roman DIGIT on it:
7 I 3 V 7 X 3 L 5 C 3 D 2 M

Start: Each player is dealt 4 cards face down from the shuffled deck.

Object: Make the largest Roman NUMERAL possible from your hand.

Game Play:
After looking at your hand, you may trade as many cards as desired
for replacements from the deck. Only you see these replacements.
Only ONE such trade turn is allowed.

When all trades are done, everyone displays on the table the highest
numeral they can create using some or all of the cards in their hand.
High number wins.
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Sample Play #1

Tony is playing.

His initial hand is I, I, M, X.

He trades away the 2 Is and the X,
Gets an L, another I, and a C in exchange.

His new hand is M, L, I, C.

The numeral he shows his opponents at the end is MCLI.
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Sample Play #2

Elise is playing.

Her initial hand is also I, I, M, X.

She trades away the 2 Is and the X,
Gets two Ds, and a C in exchange.

Her new hand is M, D, D, C.

The numeral she shows her opponents at the end is MDC.
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Variation (Low Play)

The game is played the same as before, except that the object is to
make the smallest possible numeral using all 4 cards in your hand.

Numerals such as I alone are not allowed since they don’t use all
four of the player’s cards.

If it is not possible to use ALL four cards legitimately, you lose by
default.

For example, Elise’s previous hand of M,D,D,C is an automatic loss.

MUCH more difficult
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Strategic Concepts

Probabilities based on deck make-up play a role.

”Disqualifying” events must be understood:
NEVER can you have 2 V’s, nor 2 L’s, nor 2 D’s in a numeral.
NEVER can you have 4 or more identical digits in a row.

For high play: sometimes you can’t play all 4 of your cards.
For low play: sometimes you lose by default.

Problem-solving aspect to low play:
C, X, X, I has many permutations, recognizing XCIX as lowest takes
skill
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Observations and Recommendations:

Players need familiarity with Roman numerals.

Predicted play time or player experience may require changes to the
deck, or inspire restriction to have high play only.

Reminder lists or charts are useful:
For high play - a digit list and reminder to decrease left-to-right
For small play - ”special case” list also (IV, IX, etc.)

VERY helpful for groups to play 1-2 ”open” hands first

Differentiate: challenge players to create, compare, or record ”tricky”
hands
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How did it go over with the children?

They LOVED it!

Lots of laughter, hilarity, fun rivalry

As student hosts saw need,
Some groups played only high play version
Others discarded difficult digits from the deck

All stayed on task
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How would it go over with in-service teachers?

I do use it in my course for pre-service K-4 generalists.

Lesson component first: we cover all digits, rules, special cases,
restrictions in 15-20 minute intro.
That’s a lot to learn new or recall, but they’ll get HW.

We DEFINITELY play 1-2 open hands of each type.

High play first for only 5 minutes (it quickly gets boring)
Switch to low play for about 15 minutes (problem-solving)

We conclude with actual wrap-up problems and HW:
Discuss challenging hands I’ve observed around the room
I create much longer lists of digits and ask for highest/lowest.
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Conclusion:

Supplement to mere conversion tasks with Roman numerals

Opportunity for problem-solving, creative thinking, active learning,
collaboration

Possible adaptations:
multi-digit cards, required digits/range, passing trades (like Hearts),
face-up play

Children liked playing it
Teachers may enjoy its Make-and-Take aspect

Questions, comments, suggestions are welcome!

Thank you, attendees and organizers!
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